
Solar Hot Water

Even though we think of the sun as giving off lots of heat, using the sun to create heat has been less 
common than using it to create electricity.  Here at Skalitude, we have had solar power since its 
inception, but the solar hot water system was added ten years later.  Looking back, there is a reason for 
this – especially in climates with freezing winters, solar hot water is much more complicated!  

There are several components to a Solar Hot Water system.

First, the Panels:

At Skalitude, we have four solar hot water (SHW) collector panels on the roof of the lodge.  

There is also a small solar electricity panel, to the left of the hot water panels.  The collector panels  
encase loops of copper pipe filled with a mixture of distilled water and anti-freeze (propylene glycol).  
The black surface of the collector panels help collect the heat, the copper pipes transfer the heat to the 
glycol mixture, which gets circulated through the big water tank in the Ohm room.  The pump to 
circulate this is run by the small solar panel, so that this pump only runs when the sun is out and doesn't 
create an additional load to the existing solar electric system.   

Second, the Control, or Differential:

There is also something called a 'differential', a small blue box in the Ohm 
room.  This measures the temperature in the tank as compared to the 

temperature in the panels on the roof.  When the panels are at least 12 
degrees warmer than the tank, the pump will come on.  This prevents the 

pump from turning on too early on a winter's morning, when the sun is out 
but the panels are still freezing!  This would end up taking heat OUT of the 

tank – not what you want, especially in winter!

This means this system has two controls:1) there has to be enough light to provide electricity to the 
pump, and 2) the temperature in the panels has to be at least 12 degrees warmer than that in the tank. 



When both of these conditions are met, the pump will come on and circulate the propylene glycol fluid 
thru a copper spiral in the tank, heating the water at the bottom of the tank.  As the water gets warmer, 
the heat in the water rises, so the water all the way up to the top of the tank will get warm over time.

Third, the tank and backup:

In winter when it's cool and cloudy and there's not enough sun to heat the panels and copper pipes, the 
propane backup will come on.  This heats water/propylene glycol in a copper loop that circulates thru 
the middle part of the tank, again the heat will rise to the top of the tank over time.  Because this loop is  
above the loop heated by the SHW system, we are not heating as much water with propane as we are 
with the sun.  

Looks pretty convoluted, doesn't it?  Partly because we were retro-fitting an older home, we had to 
squeeze the whole system into a confined space.  In new construction, it would be more spread out and 
look neater than this!  

Summer shade....
The SHW panels can be super-efficient even at this latitude.  In spring and summer, there can be so 
much sun that the propylene glycol can over-heat.  When we were first getting to know the system, we 
let the panels get too warm which got the water in the tank a bit too warm (close to boiling!), increasing 
the pressure in the tank and it exploded.  It has a pressure and temperature release valve, which did its 
job, but the Ohm room felt like a sauna as it sprayed hot water all over the place!  (We have since 
learned to keep a bucket under the release valve.)  So now we have canvas panels that we put over the 
hot water panels in summer, to shade them and prevent them from getting too hot.  

Heat Dump....
Besides shading the panels, the other way to deal with the excess heat is to have what is called a 'heat 
dump' – basically somewhere to dump all that extra heat!  At Skalitude we use the radiant floor system 
as a heat dump.  We have a very clever thermostat on the floor – in the winter, you set the thermostat to 
75 degrees and when the floor is cooler than that, it turns on a pump that circulates a propylene glycol 
mixture thru the floor (this goes thru the upper coil in the water tank – it takes heat from the propane 
backup system when needed).  In spring and fall, we just switch wires and move a couple of dip-
switches and that same thermostat is now prompted by the water in the tank - when it gets over 130 



degrees, it flips a switch to turn the floor pump on, taking the heat from the tank and putting it in the 
floor.  It is a brilliant way to take the heat of the sun and put it in the building.  The lodge was built  
back in the 1970s with no sense of passive solar design.  It is naturally cool so finding a way to get the 
warmth of the sun inside was crucial to our energy efficiency.  

Efficiency....
The tank does cool off some at night, it is supposed to be super-insulated but there is still heat loss. 
Then it takes an hour or two of sunlight in the morning to get the pipes hot enough to start pumping and 
the heat transferred into the tank.  So if you want to be super-efficient, the best time to take a shower is 
in the middle of the day, from late morning to mid-afternoon.  


